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Abstract: Lithium-air batteries, based on their high theoretical specific energy, are a particularly 

attractive technology for electrical energy storage that promises a long-range electric vehicle 

extensively affordable. However, they suffer from the production of unstable discharge products 

which leads to capacity fading of the battery. Several catalysts have been used to improve 

Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) and Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER) which will yield 

stable discharge product. In this study, Density functional theory (DFT) is employed to 

investigate the relative stability of electronic properties of oxygen adsorption on Li/MO2 (110) 

surfaces. Electronic properties such as band structures and density of states (DOS) are 

investigated on different configurations (dissociated, peroxo on Li, peroxo on Li-M, and peroxo 

on M) as oxygen is adsorbed on Li/MO2. The electronic band structures were calculated to check 

the conductivity of the systems. The DOS was calculated to check the stability of the system by 

comparing how each system behaves towards the Fermi level. These findings are important in 

improving the cycling performance of Li-air batteries and give insight into the reactivity of 

Li/MO2 (110) surfaces. 

1. Introduction 

Metal-air batteries offer advantageous properties, such as high hypothetical energy and control densities, 

low working temperature, low cost, and fabric recyclability [1]. Lithium-air batteries are seen by 

numerous researchers as a potential next-generation innovation in energy capacity with the most 

elevated hypothetical energy density of all battery devices. The revolutionize Li-air might completely 

move from electric vehicles to large-scale framework capacity [2]. The incorporates of a permeable 

cathode supporting the dissemination of O2 gas so that it can be transported to the electrolyte-electrode 

interface as much as conceivable from the lithium-air battery. Li-air is based on either aqueous or 

nonaqueous electrolyte for which the negative anode is lithium metal, and the positive anode comprises 

porous carbon as a catalyst [3].  

Various studies have been employed metals of metal oxides as a catalyst for Li-air batteries [4,5]. 

Transition metal oxides such as Co-O2 and MnO2 have been considered as potential electrocatalysts for 

bi-functional oxygen terminals due to their high catalytic activity and uncommon disintegration stability 

for Li-air batteries [6]. The previous study gives insights in understanding charge transfer responses that 

create the potential distinction within the battery from the Li adatom to the surface M (Mn, Ti, and V) 

in arrange to have lithium-air batteries that are productive [7]. The surface free energies for the most 

stable composition for the oxidation on the lithiated surfaces of the metal oxides (MnO2, TiO2, VO2) are 
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calculated where the production of different configurations is obtained. The dissociative surfaces from 

MnO2, TiO2, VO2 (110) surfaces with distinctive transition metal are found to be stable and the oxygen 

adsorption is examined though in this study we utilize the examined oxygen adsorption on the Li/MO2 

to check the electronic stability of all produced configurations. 

2. Methodology 

The oxygen adsorption at the Li/MO2 (110) calculations was performed utilizing the density functional 

theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) utilizing the Perdew, Barker, and 

Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [8]. The number of plane waves was chosen by the 

cut-off kinetic energy of 500 eV and the Brillouin zone examining a plan of Monkhorst-Pack with 6x6x1 

k-points work was utilized for the integration inside the reciprocal space for all the (110) surfaces. From 

the surface calculations the number of k-points was adapted to achieve a similar sampling density in a 

reciprocal space. Gaussian smearing with a width of 0.05 eV was utilized to progress the convergence 

amid geometry optimizations. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Electronic properties overview 

The number of states at each energy level, which are accessible to be occupied, is called the density of 

states (DOS). A zero DOS of an energy level suggests that no states can be possessed. It could be a 

valuable numerical concept permitting integration about the electron energy to be utilized rather than 

the integration over the Brillouin zone. In expansion, the DOS is regularly utilized for quick visual 

investigation of the electronic structure. The closest band over the bandgap is called the conduction 

band, and the closest band underneath the bandgap is called the valence band. In metal or semimetals, 

the Fermi level is the internal parts of one or more allowed bands. In semimetals, the groups are 

commonly referred to as "conduction band" or "valence band" depending on whether the charge 

transport is more electron-like or hole-like, by closeness to semiconductors. In different metals, the 

bunches are not one or the other electron-like nor hole-like and are frequently sensibly called "valence 

bunches" as they are made of valence orbitals. The bandgap in a metal's band structure is not for low-

energy material science, since they are as well distant from the Fermi level. 

3.2. Electronic band structures 

Figure 1. Electronic band structures of (a) (LiMn4O9)4, (b) (LiV4O9)4, and (c) (LiTi4O9)4 dissociated 

surfaces 

 

The calculated band structure for (LiMn4O9)4 and (LiTi4O9)4 reveals the presence of a direct gap of 0.007 

eV and 0.547 eV respectively, which signifies that the systems are semiconductors. However, there is 

an absence of an electronic band gap for (LiV4O9)4 at the fermi level thus the structure is metallic. 
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The calculated electronic band structures from all the systems (LiMn4O9)4, (LiTi4O9)4, and (LiV4O9)4 

affirm a nonappearance of a gap at the Fermi level. Consequently, all the systems are metallic. 

Figure 3. Electronic band structures of (a) (LiMn4O9)4, (b) (LiV4O9)4, and (c) (LiTi4O9)4 peroxo on 

Li-M 

The calculated electronic band structures from all the systems (LiMn4O9)4, (LiTi4O9)4, and (LiV4O9)4   

validates an absence of a gap at the fermi level. Subsequently, all the systems are metallic. 

Figure 4. Electronic band structures of (a) (LiMn4O9)4, (b) (LiV4O9)4, and (c) (LiTi4O9)4 peroxo on 

M 

The calculated band structure for (LiMn8O16)4 illustrates the presence of a direct gap at the fermi level 

of about 0.035 eV, as a result, the system is a semiconductor. Moreover, there is a nonappearance of an 

electronic bandgap at the Fermi level for both (LiTi8O16)4 and (LiV8O16)4 thus the systems are metallic. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Electronic band structures of (a) (LiMn4O9)4, (b) (LiV4O9)4, and (c) (LiTi4O9)4 peroxo on 

Li 
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3.3. Density of states (DOS) 

Figure 5. Comparison of the total density of states for the dissociated surfaces 

From figure 5 above, we observe that near Ef the DOS peak of (LiV4O9)4 has a higher density of states 

which approves that it is the least stable. However, (LiTi4O9)4 has a lower density of states compared to 

the other structures near Ef. It is visible that (LiTi4O9)4 is the most stable compared to (LiV4O9)4 and 

(LiMn4O9)4, the stability trend can be written as (LiTi4O9)4 > (LiMn4O9)4 > (LiV4O9)4. However, low 

Fermi energy for (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiMn4O9)4 has been concluded to have a lower catalytic effect for Li-

air batteries. 

Figure 6. Comparison of the overall density of states for the Peroxo on Li surfaces 

The graph above (Figure 6) shows the total density of states (TDOS) for (LiMn4O9)4, (LiTi4O9)4, and 

(LiV4O9)4 surfaces. The density of states (DOS) is expressed in the number of states per atom per energy 

interval. We notice that towards Ef the DOS peak of (LiMn4O9)4 has a lower density of states which 

agrees that it is the most stable structure. Furthermore, we notice that (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiV4O9)4, both 

have a higher density of states at Ef compared to (LiMn4O9)4. The DOS for (LiV4O9)4 has a higher 

density of states at Ef, indicating that it is the least stable structure. The stability trend can be written as 

(LiMn4O9)4 > (LiTi4O9)4 > (LiV4O9)4. In any case, low Fermi energy for (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiMn4O9)4 has 

been concluded to have a lower catalytic impact for Li-air batteries. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the full density of states for Peroxo on Li-M surfaces 

The graph above (Figure 7), shows the total density of states (TDOS) for (LiMn4O9)4, (LiTi4O9)4, and 

(LiV4O9)4 surfaces. The density of states (DOS) is expressed in the number of states per atom per energy 

interval. We notice that along with Ef the DOS peak of (LiMn4O9)4 has a lower density of states which 

agrees that it is the most stable structure with a slight shift towards the conduction band. Furthermore, 

we notice that (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiV4O9)4, both have a higher density of states at Ef compared to 

(LiMn4O9)4. The shift from the valence band from both (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiV4O9)4 to the conduction band 

is observed. The DOS for (LiV4O9)4 has a higher density of states at Ef, indicating that it is the least 

stable structure. The stability trend can be written as (LiMn4O9)4 > (LiTi4O9)4 > (LiV4O9)4. Be that as it 

may, low Fermi energy for (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiMn4O9)4 has been concluded to have a lower catalytic 

impact for Li-air batteries. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of the overall density of states for the Peroxo on M surfaces 

The graph shows (Figure 8), the total density of states (TDOS) for (LiMn4O9)4, (LiTi4O9)4, and (LiV4O9)4 

surfaces. The density of states (DOS) is expressed in the number of states per atom per energy interval. 

We note that near Ef the DOS peak of (LiMn4O9)4 has a lower density of states which agrees that it is 

the most stable. However, we notice that (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiV4O9)4, both have higher density of states at 

Ef compared to (LiMn4O9)4. The shift from the valence band from both (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiV4O9)4 to the 
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conduction band is observed. The DOS for (LiV4O9)4 has a higher density of states at Ef, implicating 

that it is the least stable structure. The stability trend can be written as (LiMn4O9)4 > (LiTi4O9)4 > 

(LiV4O9)4. However, low Fermi energy for (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiMn4O9)4 has been concluded to have a 

lower catalytic impact for Li-air batteries. 

After successful adsorption with oxygen at the Li/MO2, there are arrangements produced (dissociated, 

peroxo on Li, peroxo on Li-M, and peroxo on M). configurations such as peroxo on Li, peroxo on Li-

M, and peroxo on M yielded the same drift of stability when observing the density of states with 

(LiMn4O9)4 found to have less density of states at the Fermi level in all arrangements obtained, followed 

by the (LiTi4O9)4 frameworks. The final one from the observed results is (LiV4O9)4 with a high density 

of states at the Fermi level whereas the electronic band structures compare well with the density of 

states. The behavior of the frameworks is characterized by how the frameworks are associated with the 

Fermi level, which ordinarily results in finding a way of classifying the metallic, semiconductor, and 

insulator behavior. 

4. Conclusion 

The electronic properties were effectively obtained from the DFT using the Vasp and CASTEP codes. 

The k-points used throughout the calculations are 6x6x1 for all the (110) surface systems. The electronic 

properties such as the electronic band structures and the density of states were successfully obtained for 

the clean (110) surfaces. Oxygen adsorption on the Li/MO2 resulted in configurations such as the 

dissociated, peroxo on Li, peroxo on Li-M, and peroxo on M. The stability of these specified 

arrangements was distinguished by how much contribution each system makes to the fermi level. The 

high density of states means the system is less stable compared to the one with a low density of states at 

the Fermi level. However, from all the configurations mentioned above (LiTi4O9)4 and (LiMn4O9)4 are 

found to have lower catalytic impact due to low fermi energy contributions. The electronic band 

structures compared well with the accomplished energy of states. These discoveries are critical in 

progressing the cycling execution of Li-air batteries and provide understanding into the reactivity of 

Li/MO2 (110) surfaces. 
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